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Abstract. 

Local system homology of 
arrangement complements 

Peter Orlik1 and Roberto Si1votti2 

We use the critical points of a multivalued holomorphic function 
and Morse theory to find a basis for a local system homology group 
defined on the complement of an arrangement of hyperplanes. This 
generalizes results of Kohno [4] and Douai-Terao [2] from complexified 
real arrangements to all arrangements. We also show that the set of 
critical points satisfies the same recursion with respect to deletion 
and restriction as the ,Bnbc set of the arrangement. 

§1. Introduction 

A finite set of hyperplanes in ct is called an affine arrangement, A. 
Let 

N(A) = UHEAH, M(A) = ct - N(A) 

be the divisor and the complement of A. We assume that A is essential: 
A contains f linearly independent hyperplanes. For each H E A choose 
an exponent AH EC and let>..= {>..HI HE A}. Let "/H be the standard 
generator of 1r1 (M) linking H. Define a rank one local system £>,. on 
M by "/H i--+ exp(-21riAH) and let .ex denote its dual. Let z1, ... , Zt be 
coordinates in ct. For each hyperplane H E A, choose a polynomial of 
degree one, aH, with H = keraH. Call Q(A) = [IHEA aH a defining 
polynomial for A. Define a multivalued holomorphic function on M by 

The hypergeometric pairing 
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is defined by (6, ¢) 1--+ J5 IP;,..¢. Under suitable nonresonance conditions 
on the exponents >., the groups in the hypergeometric pairing have rank 
f3 = (-1)1\(M), where x denotes Euler characteristic. Falk and Terao 
[3] constructed a basis for Hl(M; .C;,..), but a basis for Ht(M; .CX) is 
known only for complexified real arrangements [4], [2], defined in terms 
of the bounded chambers of the underlying real arrangement. Our main 
objective is to use Morse theory to construct a geometric homology basis 
for all arrangements. 

Deletion and restriction is a basic tool for various induction argu
ments concerning arrangements [5]. Given a linear order on the hyper
planes of A, Ziegler [8] associated with it a combinatorially defined set 
of cardinality /3, called /3nbc, and proved that /3nbc satisfies a simple 
recursion with respect to deletion and restriction. We call a basis for 
either group in the hypergeometric pairing a f3nbc-basis if its elements 
are labeled by /3nbc and they satisfy the f3nbc recursion of Theorem 4.2. 
The cohomology basis constructed by Falk and Terao [3] is a f3nbc-basis. 
The homology basis constructed by Douai and Terao [2) for complexi
fied real arrangements is also a f3nbc-basis. We show that our homology 
basis is also a f3nbc-basis. 

§2. A Morse theoretic argument 

A point p E M is a critical point of IP;,.. if and only if d(log IP;,..) (p) = 0. 
Properties of this critical set were established in [6], [7]: 

Proposition 2.1. For a dense open set of exponents>., every crit
ical point of IP;,.. in M is nondegenerate and has index£. The number of 
these critical points is f3 = (-I)lx(M). Denote a critical set satisfying 
these conditions 

C(A, >.) = {p E M I d(log IP;,..)(p) = O}. Q.E.D. 

We would like to apply a Morse theoretic argument analogous to [7, 
Sect. 5]. This argument relies on separating the divisors of zeroes and of 
poles of a certain generalized meromorphic function whose orders along 
its divisors generally are complex numbers, the exponents in our case. 
However, this procedure is only possible when the exponents are rational 
numbers or rational multiples of the same real number. Our strategy is 
to prove first the required homotopy result working with strictly positive 
rational exponents and subsequently extend its validity by perturbing 
the relevant Morse function slightly around the rational point. Since any 
open set in the space of exponents contains a rational point, the result 
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will thus have been proven for all exponents with strictly positive real 
part and small imaginary part. 

Consider cc C IP'c as the complement of the infinite hyperplane, P, 
defined by zo = 0. Assign it the exponent Ap = - LHEA AH. Let fI 

denote the projective closure of Hand define Ac,0 = {H j HE A}U{P}. 
Then A= NU Pis the divisor of the projective arrangement A00 and 
we have IP'c - A = M = cc - N. Let &H be the homogenized aH and 
define 

Assume that the exponents associated with the hyperplanes are ra
tional and strictly positive, AH E (ho for all H E A. The exponent 
Ap at infinity is thus rational and strictly negative. There is an integer 
m > 0 so that mAH is an integer for all HE A. The function (<I>.>.)m is 
a meromorphic function on IP'c. Its set of critical points in IP'c - A = M 
is C(A, A) and the same holds for J<I>rJ2. We apply exactly the same 
blow-up procedure as in [7]. We form a birational map a : X ......., IP'c 
by recursively blowing up points on A until a- 1(A) = D has normal 
crossings. Then D = Do U D 00 U D' where the divisor Do of zeroes 
of the meromorphic function a*<I>A is disjoint from the divisor D 00 of 
poles and D' consists of exceptional divisors connecting Do with D 00 

along whose generic points a*<I>f neither vanishes nor diverges. Note 
that a- 1(N) C Do and that in fact there are generally more irreducible 
components in Do than in a- 1(N). 

Let To and T 00 respectively be sufficiently small open regular neigh
borhoods of Do and D 00 in X and let To, T 00 be their closures. By the 
same argument as that leading to Theorem 5.3 of [7] , the C00 extension 
F of a*J<I>rJ 2 to X - D 00 defines a Morse function on the compact man
ifold X - (To U T00 ) with boundary &To U &T 00 none of whose critical 
points lies on (X - (To U T00 )) n D'. There is a homotopy equivalence 

X - (To U Too)~ &To U e1 U · · · U e13, 

with the following properties: 
(1) Each ei is an £-cell constructed in terms of the level sets of F 

and it contains exactly one critical point of F so the number of cells is 
(3. 

(2) The right hand side is in fact a deformation retract of X - (To U 
T00 ), hence of X - (Do U D00 ) as well. 

The next step consists of deleting D', or actually an arbitrarily small 
neighborhood T' of D'. It is fairly obvious that deletion of T' from 
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8To U e1 U · · · U e13 yields a deformation retract of X - (To U T00 UT'). 
Note that the critical points of F are not on D'. In view of the manner 
the cells ei are constructed, one may choose the ei so that ei n T; = 0 
for all i = 1, ... , /3. This granted, we have the homotopy equivalence 

X - (To U T00 UT')~ (8To - 8To n T') U e1 U · · · U e13. 

Note that T = a(To U T 00 U T') is an open tubular neighborhood of A. 
Since er is an isomorphism outside D, the left hand side is isomorphic to 
the complement pl - T. It follows that its affine part, Ta = T n cce, is 
an open tubular neighborhood of N. Let Ta be its closure in cce. Then 
8To - 8To n T' ~ 8Ta. 

Theorem 2.2. Let A be an essential £-arrangement. Suppose the 
exponents AH have strictly positive real parts and small imaginary parts. 
Then there is a homotopy equivalence 

e _ e ~ - LJ CC -Ta-IP' -T=8TaU ev, 
pEC(A,.X) 

where ep is an £-cell attached to 8Ta and "centered" at the critical point 
p E C(A,>..). 

Proof. We proved the result for any rational point >.. in the con
struction preceding the theorem. It remains to prove it for nearby points 
>..'. The location of the critical points varies analytically with >..'. If >..' is 
close to >.., then the cell attached to a critical point p' of cf> ,x, is at most 
a slight deformation of the cell centered at the nearby critical point p of 
cf>,x. Q.E.D. 

§3. Locally finite homology 

Let C be any rank one complex local system on pl - A = M = 
cce - N. We consider the locally finite homology H!/ (M; C) of M with 
coefficients in C, defined as the dual to the compactly supported coho
mology of pl - A with coefficients in the dual local system c,v: 

H!1(M· C) = Hi(M· c,v)* 
'I. ' C ' • 

It may be thought of as the homology of the complex of chains of the 
form I:,,. a,,.a. These are possibly infinite linear combinations of oriented 
simplices er of a given triangulation of M whose coefficients are local 
sections a,,. E C(cr) = H0 (cr, C). 
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In order to compute the locally finite homology we first identify it 
with a relative homology group in Proposition 3.1. Its proof is related 
to ideas in [1, pp. 10-12]. The Morse theoretic result of Theorem 2.2 
on the homotopy of M permits explicit determination which part of the 
homology comes from the vicinity of A and which part from the attached 
£-cells. 

Proposition 3.1. Let T be a small open neighborhood of A in lP'e, 
let T denote its closure, and let 8T denote the boundary of T. There is 
an isomorphism 

i*a: Hi(pl -T, a(pl _;_ T); .C)-+ H;i (pl - A; .C). 

Proof. Consider the pair (JP>l - T, 8(JP>l - T)) consisting of the ( ori
ented) topological manifold JP>l - T together with its boundary. Notice 
that 8(JP>l - T) is 8T up to orientation and that removing the boundary 
from jp>l - T gives the open topological manifold JP>l - T U 8(JP>l - T) = 
JP>l -T. The Lefschetz duality isomorphism Hi (JP>l -T, 8(JP>l -T); G) * ~ 
H2l-i(JP>l - T; G) is well known for any constant abelian group of coef
ficients G. It generalizes to local coefficients in the form 

Combined with Poincare duality, 

H2l-i(JP>l _ T; .cv) --=::.+ H~(lP'e _ T; .cv) 

II 
H;f (JP>l - T; .C)* 

we obtain an isomorphism 

a: Hi(pl - T, a(pl -T); .C) -.:'..+ H;i (pl - T; .C). 

The inclusion map i : lP'e - T '----+ JP>l - A is a homotopy equivalence. It 
induces the isomorphism 

• lf mJ. -. ~ lf(mJ. . ) i* . Hi (.II:"- - T, .C) ---+ Hi .II:"- - A, .C . 

Thus we have 

i* : H~(JP>l - A; .cv) 

II 
H;f (lP'e-A;.C)* 

and the conclusion follows. Q.E.D. 
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The isomorphism in Proposition 3.1 can be described concretely as 
follows. A class in Hi (JP>" - T, 8(1P'" - T); L'.) is represented by a relative 
cycle of the form c = c' + c", where c' E Ci(lP'" - T; L'.) with boundary 
8c' E Ci_ 1 (8T;L'.) and c" E Ci(8T;L'.). Then a(c) = c' - 8c' is the 
interior of c'. Finally, i*a(c) = i*(c' - 8c') is obtained by retracting 
JP>f - T to JP>" - A by letting 8T "collapse" onto A. 

Definition 3.2. Let fip = i*a(ep) be the locally finite cycle ob
tained from the interior of the cell ep of Theorem 2.2 by letting 8T 
"collapse" onto A and define 

~(A,,\) = {fip Ip E C(A, ,\)}. 

Lemma 3.3. Let L'. be a rank one complex local system on M. 
Then dim Hf (M; L'.) 2: {3 and ~(A,,\) provides {3 linearly independent 
cycles. 

Proof. The boundaries of the the £-cells ep of Theorem 2.2. lie on 
8T. Since ep is simply connected, the sections of any local system L'. on 
JP>f - A over the cell ep are H 0 (ei, L'.) = C, the constant functions on ep. 
It follows that any linear combination I: apep with constant coefficients 
ap E C = H 0 ( ep, L'.) is a relative cycle in Ht (JP>" - T, 8(1P'f - T); L'.). Since 
the ep are mutually disjoint, the space of such cycles has dimension {3. 
Next we argue that the cells ep are homologically independent. Recall 
from Theorem 2.2 that the space JP>" - T is homotopically retractible 
to 8Ta UpEC(A,>.) ep. Thus every (£ + 1)-chain in C*(lP'e - T) may be 
retracted to lie within 8T. Hence the boundaries 8Ct+I (JP>f - T, 8(JP>f -
T); L'.) form a subspace of C,,(8(1P'" -T); L'.). 

Here we should note that there does not have to be any relationship 
between the local system L'. and the function <I>>. in terms of which the 
cells ep are defined. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 3.4. If L'. is generic, then ~(A,,\) is a basis for 
Hf (M; L'.) = Ht(M; L'.). Thus ~(A,,\) is a basis for H,,(M; L'.n for 
generic ,\. 

Proof. It is known [4] that for a sufficiently generic local system L'., 
Hi(M; L'.) = 0 = H!f,,_i(M; L'.) for i -/- £. In this case the dimension of 

the only nonvanishing homology group is dim Hf (M; L'.) = {3. Q.E.D. 

§4. The {3nbc homology basis 

We review first some combinatorial constructions for arrangements. 
A set s <:;; A is dependent if nHES H -I- 0 and codim(nHEsH) < 1s1. 
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A subset of A which has nonempty intersection and is not dependent is 
called independent. Maximal independent sets are called frames. Since 
A is essential, every frame has cardinality £ and intersection a point. In
troduce a linear order in the arrangement by writing A= {H1, ... , Hn} 
and setting Hi < H1 if i < j. An inclusion-minimal dependent set is 
called a circuit. A broken circuit is a subset S of A for which there 
exists H < min(S) such that HUS is a circuit. The non-broken circuit 
complex of A is the collection of subsets of A which have nonempty inter
section and contain no broken circuits. Maximal sets of this complex are 
frames of A called nbc-frames. We call an ordered frame (Hi1 , ••• , Hi,) 
standard if i 1 < ... < i,. 

Definition 4.1. An nbc-frame B is called a ,Bobe-frame if for ev
ery H E B there exists H' < H in A such that (B - { H}) U { H'} 
is a frame. The set of standard ordered ,Bnbc-frames of A is denoted 
,Bnbc(A). 

The notation and terminology reflect the fact that l,Bnbc(A)I = ,B. 
The set ,Bnbc(A) satisfies a recursion with respect to deletion and restric
tion [8, Thm. 1.5]. Given HE A, let A'= A-{H} be the arrangement 
with H deleted and let A" = {H n K I K E A', H n K =J 0} be the 
arrangement restricted to H. We will always choose the last hyperplane 
H = Hn for the triple (A, A', A"). The linear order on A' is inherited 
from A. The linear order on A" is determined by labeling each hy
perplane K of A" by the smallest hyperplane v(K) of A containing it. 
Clearly v(K) < Hn for all KE A". If S" = (Kip ... , Kip) is a set of 
hyperplanes in A", define v(S") = (v(Ki1 ), ••• , v(Kiv)). 

Theorem 4.2 (Ziegler). Let (A, A', A") be a triple and assume 
that A' is essential. Write ,Bnbc(A") = {(v(B"), Hn) I B" E ,Bnbc(A")}. 
There is a disjoint union 

,Bnbc(A) = ,Bnbc(A') u ,Bnbc(A"). Q.E.D. 

We refer to this formula as the ,Bobe recursion. When £ = 1, 
A = {H1, ... , Hn} consists of n 2'. 1 points in C. Here ,Bnbc(A) = 
{H2, ... , Hn}- In order to interpret the ,Bobe recursion in this case, we 
agree that ,Bnbc(A") has one element, the empty set, so ,Bnbc(A") = 
{Hn}- Introduce a linear order in ,Bnbc(A) using the lexicographic or
der on the hyperplanes read from right to left. Note that in this order 
elements of ,Bnbc(A') are always smaller than elements of ,Bnbc(A"). 

Next we show that the homology basis constructed in Theorem 3.4 
is a ,Bnbc basis. Since ~(A,>.) is labeled by C(A, >.), it suffices to show 
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that the critical points may be labeled by ,Bnbc and satisfy the ,Bnbc 
recursion. The weights A1 of A' are inherited from A: if H E A', then 
A~ = AH. The weights A" of A" are defined by A'k = I: AH for K c H 
and H E A'. We may assume that >.' and A11 are generic. 

Lemma 4.3. If A' is essential, then the map An ~ 0 induces a 
bijection onto the disjoint union: 

r : C(A, A) ----+ C(A', A1) u C(A", A11 ). 

Proof Choose coordinates so that Hn = ker z1 and write An = t. 
Then Q = z1 Q' where Q' defines the essential arrangement A'. Simi
larly q> = z{ 4>1 where 4>1 is the corresponding multivalued holomorphic 
function for A' whose critical points are C(A', >.'). Let 4>" denote the 
restriction of 4>1 to Hn. The partial derivatives of 4> are 

8z1 log4> gif(z1Q') 

8z; log 4> = gif Q' for 2 ::; i ::; £ where 

91 tQ' + Z1 Q' az1 log 4>1 

9i Q' 8z; log 4>' for 2 ::; i ::; £ 

Note that only 91 depends on t. The zero set of the equations {gi = 
0 I 1 ::; i ::; £} in M is C(A, A) when t =/- 0. Setting t = 0 gives the 
solutions C(A', >.') of critical points of 4>' in M', the complement of A'. 
Next consider the points on Hn defined by { z1 = 0, 9i = 0 11 ::; i ::; £}. 
For t =/- 0, these equations have no solution on M" = Hn n M', the 
complement of A". Adding t = 0 to these equations gives exactly the 
critical points of 4>11 on M". Q.E.D. 

Theorem 4.4. There is a labeling of the critical points 

p : C(A, A) ----+ ,Bnbc(A) 

which is a bijection and respects the ,Bnbc recursion. 

Proof We argue by double induction on £ and n. We may assume 
that in each arrangement the first f_ hyperplanes are linearly indepen
dent, so the induction starts with this essential arrangement and when 
we add the next hyperplane all labels come from the restriction where 
the induction hypothesis holds since it has lower dimension. If f_ = 1 and 
n = 2, then ,Bnbc(A) = { (H2)} and C(A, A) = {p} is a singleton. Define 
p(p) = (H2). For the induction step we use the recursions in Theorem 
4.2 and Lemma 4.4. We may assume that p' : C(A', >.') ---+ ,Bnbc(A') 
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FIG 1. The Selberg arrangement 

and p" : C(A", >.'') - ,Bnbc(A") satisfy the theorem. For p E C(A, >.) 
define 

{ 
p'(r(p)) if r(p) E C(A', >.') 

p(p) = (vp"(r(p)), Hn) if r(p) E C(A", >."). 

This labeling respects the recursion by construction. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 4.5. The critical point labeling of the open cells 

~(A,>.) = { 8p(p) I p(p) E ,Bnbc(A)} 

provides a ,Bnbc basis for H1,(M; £X)- Q.E.D. 

It is interesting to note that if A is a complexified real arrangement 
and the critical points lie in the bounded chambers, then the critical 
point labeling may differ from the bounded chamber labeling of [2]. 

Example 4.6. Let Q = (z1 + l)(z1 - l)(z2 + l)(z2 - l)(z1 - z2) 
be the Selberg arrangement with the given linear order, see Figure 1. 
Then ,Bnbc(A) = {(2, 4), (2, 5)}. The bounded chamber labeling o/[2] is 
independent of>.. It assigns (2, 4) to the upper left chamber and (2, 5) to 
the lower right. The critical point labeling depends on >.. Let >.s = t be 
a small positive real number. With >. = (1.5, 0.5, 0.9, 0.3, t) the critical 
point labels are the same, but with >. = (1.5, 0.5, 0.3, 0.9, t) the labels are 
reversed. 
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